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An experiment wasconductedto studywhetherthereare limitsto theeffectsofframing
on risk-taking decisions. The perceivedweightofthe decision (consequential or inconsequential), framing of the decision outcomes(positive or negative), and expectedvalue of
outcomes (low, moderate, or high) were manipulated to determine the effects on risk
preference. Theresults showthatwithmoderate expectedvalues, theeffectsofframingwere
diminished if the decision problemwas perceived to be consequential. With low and high
expectedvalues, the effects of explicitframing are modifiedby the effects of the extreme
expected values of the outcomes, The findings suggest that the mode in which people
perceiveorframe decision outcomesare not rigid. Whencarefully scrutinizing outcomes,
people may frame decision outcomesboth positively and negatively. Extremely good or
extremely bad outcomes might also weaken the tendency to perceive decisions in the
corresponding opposite frame.

When dopeople decide to takerisks? When
d:> they choose toadoptdecision alternatives that
ir:volve uncertain outcomes? Traditional psycrologkal theories ofdecision making (e.g., expreted utility model by Raiffa, 1968; von
K:)umamt & Morgenstern. 1944)'have assumed
tlklt the answer to these questions is: as infreqi.ently as is possible. Traditional theories have
as.nmed that people are averse to taking risks
arJ thatthis riskpreference is unchanging. Risk
aversion is defined as the preference of outco.nes that have 100% chance of occurrence
ov.r outcomes thathave lessthan 100% chance
of occurrence, even if the latter outcome has
eq.al or even greater expected value compared
to he former. In other words. people prefer
certain outcomes overrisky or probabilistic outcones.
A typical demonstration of risk aversion
wa: done by Tversky and Kahneman (1981).
Sut: ects were given thefollowing problem:
Problem 1:Imagine thatthe U.S. is preparing:'or theoutbreak ofanunusual Asian disease.
whizh is expected to kill600people. Twoalternati: 'eprograms to combatthedisease have been
pror- nsed, Assume thattheexact scientific esti~at: of theconsequences of theprogram are as
follows:

If Program Ais adopted, 200people will be

saved.
If Program B is adopted, there is 1/3 probability that 600 people will be saved, and 213
probability thatno people willbe saved.
Which of the twoprograms would you favor?
Although, both programs have equal expected values, a good majority of the subject"
(72%) were averse to riskandpreferred Program
A in which theoutcome was a certainty.
Recent psychological theories of decision
making, however, have challenged the assumption thatpeople's risk preferences are unchanging. According toprospect theory (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1979), for example. risk preferences
are affected by the manner in which decision
outcomes areframed (seealsoFischhoff, Slovic
& Lichtenstein, 1980; Kahneman ~ Tversky,
1984; Slovic, Fischhoff & Lichtenstein, 1982).
In prospect theory. outcomes are expressed in
terms of positive or negative changes (i.e., gains
orlosses) relative to a neutral reference outcome.
In other words, people perceive the decision
problem either as a choice among options that
lead to gains or as a choice among options that
leadto losses.
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The framing of outcomes as either gains or
losses turns out to have an important effect- on .
risk preferences. Consider, for example, the
same cover ~tory as Problem I with a different
fonnulationof the alternative programs:
Problem 2: If Program C is adopted, 400
peoplewilldie. If Program D is adopted, thereis
1/3 probability that nobody will die,.and 2/3
probability that 600 people will die.
Which of &he two programs would you favor? .
For problem 2, a majority of the subjects
(78%)chose ihe risk-taking option,Program D.
This result showed a clear reversal. of the subject's risk preferences given exactly the same
outcomesframed differently.Theresulthasbeen
referred to as the reflection effect because the
preference between negatively framed outcomes
is the mirror image of the preference between
positively framed outcomes.
Prospect theory explains the reflection effect in termsof different valuefunctions people
associatewith gainsand losses.The valuefunction associated with gains is concave, that is,
differences in values associated with higher
gains are smaller than differences associated
with lessergains.For example, thedifference in
subjective value between gains of PIO and no
is greaterthanthe subjective difference between
gains ofPlOlO and PI020.
The same relations between subjective
value differences holds for corresponding
losses. Hence, thevaluefunction associated with
lossesisconvex. Thisconvexfunction, however,
has a steeper slope compared to the concave
function, which implies that people's response
to losses is moreextremethan their response to
gains.Thatpeopleare risk seekingin the. domain
of losseshasbeenverified in several studies(see
e.g., Fischhoff, 1983; Hershey & Schoemaker,
1980; Rachlin, 1990; Slovicet al., 1982)~
One critical assumption .of prospect theory
that accounts for framing effects on risk taking
is that people express outcomes only either as ..
gainsor losses. The assumption is certainly tenable for decision situations in which the outcomes differ from the neutral reference point
only in terms of one dimension. In the earlier
examples, thecertainandprobabilistic outcomes
2

deviatefrom the neutral reference point in terms
of the number of peoplethatwillbe savedor that
willdie. Thereare decision situations, however,
in which outcomes are evaluated using several
dimensions. Forexample,outcomeA mightlead
to a substantial gain in dimension X, but aloss
in dimension Y, and a small gain in dimension
Z. OutcomeB, on the other hand; might lead to
a smallgainin dimensions X and. Y, but a sizable
loss in dimension Z. Therefore, in evaluating the
overall values of different outcomes, people
might be expressing the outcomes in terms of
both lossesand gains.
. People might even express outcomes in
termsof cases wherethereis just one dimension
in whichoutcomes areevaluated. Thatis, people
are probably not very rigid in how,they view
decision outcomes, especially when they try to
examine very critically the different decision
alternatives. It wouldnotbe hard to imaginethat
a person who becomes stiongly involved with
the earlier decision problem would realize that
the outcome "200 out of 600 people will be
saved"alsoindicates that"400 out of 600 people
will die." These arguments suggest that the effects of framing the problem might not always
be as straightforward as is currently depicted.
People's perception of a decisionproblem's outcomes mightnot be as 'static and unchanging as
one wouldlike to assume.
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THE EXPERIMENT

In thisexperiment, variations in perceptions
of decision outcomes and their effects on risktaking behavior were investigated. The basic
designinvolved lookingat theeffectsof framing
on individual's preference for either a certain
outcome ora probabilistic outcome with the
same expected value. Aside from framing, two
other independent variables were manipulated.
The first variable is the decision maker's
perception of how weighty the decision is. The
weight of the decision refers to whether the
consequences of a decision will have a great
impacton a person's goals or whetherthedeci- .
sion will have trivialconsequences.iPor example, the decisionon which movie to see'has less
weightthan the decisionon which university to
'attend: It ~ould be reasonable to expect that in
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more weighty decisions, a person will try to
scrutinize more carefully the outcomes of each
decision option. This scrutiny should result in
evaluating the outcomes more intensively, possibly expressing the outcomesboth in terms of
the corresponding losses and gains. If so, the
ambiguity in framing .the decision outcomes
should lead to a similar ambiguity in whether a
person would be risk averseor risk taking,
The secondvariable is the expectedvalueof
the decision outcomes. Recall that certain and
probabilistic outcomeshaveequal expectedvalues. The variableof expectedvalue refers to the
amount of gain (or loss) described in both the
certain and probabilistic outcomes. This was
manipulated on three levels: low, moderate, and
high expected value. In the low expected value
condition, the certain outcome involved small
gainsor substantial losses. Theprobabilistic outcome involved low probabilities for substantial
gain or high probabilities for substantial losses.
In the moderate expected value condition, the
certain. outcome involved moderate gains or
losses, and the probabilistic outcome involved
moderate probabilities for both gains or losses.
In the highexpected valuecondition,the certain
outcome involved substantial gains or small
losses,whiletheprobabilistic outcomeinvolved
high probabilities for gains or low probabilities
for losses?
It is expected that WIth hign and low expected values for both certain and probabilistic
outcomes, people's perception of the outcomes
wouldbe strongly influenced by the direction of
the expected value. If both certain and probabilistic options would lead to low expected
values,the effectof negative framing should be
enhanced, while the effect of positive framing
should be diminished. That is, for negatively
framed decisions, people should take risks, but
for positively framed decisions, they should be
ambivalent about being risk taking or risk
averse. For high expected values, the reverse
effectwouldbe true.The factthatbothoutcomes
would lead to high expected values should enhance the effect of positive framing. It should
also diminish the effect of negative framing.
Peopleshouldbe moreriskaversefor positively
framed options, but they should be ambivalent

about risk taking or risk aversion for negatively
framed options. For the moderately framed options, the effectsof framing should be intact.
It is also expectedthat the perceivedweight
of the decision and the expected value would
haveinteractiveeffects.That is, theeffectsof the
perceived weightshould be more marked when
the expected values are moderate. When the
expected values are extreme, it is possible that
the decision would be perceived as being not
veryconsequential, since whichever outcome is
chosen, the consequence will be similarlygood
or similarly bad. Therefore, it is only when the
expected values of the outcomes arc moderate
that the weight of the decision would make a
difference.
To summarize, the experiment was de..
signed to study the effects Of (1) framing of
outcomes, (2) weight of decision, and (3) ex..
pected value of outcomes on risk taking. The
following predictions were tested:
(I) For outcomes with low expected value,
subjects would take risks when outcomes arc
negatively framed, but would not be clear about
their risk preference when outcomes arc positively framed. The weight of a decision should
have minimal effect.
(2) For outcomes with moderate expected
value, subjects would be risk. faking when outcomes arc negatively framed and risk averse
when outcomes are positively framed, but only
if the decision is not perceivedto be consequential. If thedecisionis perceived to be consequential, the subjects would not be clear about their
risk preference.
(3) For outcomeswith high expectedvalue,
subjectswouldbe riskaversewhenoutcomesarc
positively framed, but would not be clear about
their risk preference when outcomes are nega··
tively framed. The weight of a decision should
have minimal effect.
METHOD

Subjects
Fifty-eight Introductory Psychology students at the University of the Philippines, lJiiiman, participated in this experimentas part or a
class requirement.
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'Materials
Two decision problems weredeveloped to
determine when subjects would choose risky
outcomes. Thedecision problems involved situations that students mightconfront in a university: deciding which class to enroll in and
deciding which exam to take. Each decision
problem hadtwo versions thatvariedin terms of
the weight of the decision. The first version
implied that the decision wouldhavegreatconsequences, and the second version implied that

the decision would be inconsequential (see Ta.
ble 1 for examples).
Each decision problem was followed by
.three pairs'of alternatives. Each pair of alternatives consisted of one option that specified cer,'lain outcomes and one option that specified
probabilistic outcomes, The subjects were required to selectone option. However, both optionshaveequal expected values or utilities. For
example, options A and B for the first' problem
in Table1 haveequal expected values (that60%
will pass); but in option A this outcome is a

•

Table 1., Examples' of decision problems used in experiment

Consequential decision-positively framed outcomes:
In one of your classes this semester, your final
grade will be based on only one comprehensive final
exam. Your professor uses va~ious standardized tests
he has used over the last 15 years. He picks two
standardized tests and lets the class vote and decide
on which one will be given to the class.
Consider the following information about tests A
and B (based on previous administrations of the test):
A. "test A is given, 24,out of 40 students in a class
will definitely pass.
. B." test B is given, there is a 60% chance that all.
•. 40 students will pass, and a 40% chance thatall40 will
, notpass.
Knowing that your final grade completely depends
on this one exam, which option do you prefer?

Consequential decision-negatively framed outcomes:
After your last semester in the university you are
informed by the registrar that you lack 3 units of the
required number to graduate. SInce you have no other
choice, you have to take and pass a 3-unit summer
course. Unfortunately, there are only 2 classes that
would fit your degree program, and you can only take
1 of them.
Consider the following information about classes A
and B (based on, the track record or hist/Uy of the
classes):
A. In class A, taught by Prof M, 20 of 50 students
. '
.)
.
will definit~ly fail.
B. In class B, taught by Prof N, there is a 40%
chancethat aliSO students will fail, and a 60% chance
that all 50 will not fail.
.
Knowing that your 'graduation depends on passing
this one class, which option do you prefer?

Inconsequential decision - positively framed outcomes:
In one of your classes this semester, 5% of your
final grade will be based on one comprehensive final
exam. Your professor uses various standardized tests
he has used over the last 15 years. He picks two
standardized tests and lets the class vote and decide
on which one will be given to the class.
Consider the following information about tests A
and B (based on previous administrations of the test):
A. "test A is given, 24 out of 40 students in a class
will definitely pass.
B. If test B is given, there is a 60% chance that all
40 students will~ass, and a 40% chance that all 40 will
not pass.
i
Knowing that 5% of your final grade depends on
this one exam, which option do you prefer?

Inconsequential decision-negatively framed outcomes:
During your last semester in the university you
decide to take an extra 3-unit course. This course may
or may not be 'reflected in your records, since it is
already in excess ~f what is required in your degree
program. Unfortunately, there are only 2 classes that
would fit your schedule ,and you can only take 1 of them.
Consider the following information about classes A
and B (based on the track record or history of the
classes):
A. In class A, taught by Prof M, 2(1of 50 students
will definitely fail.
B. In class B, taught by Prof N, there is a 40%
chance that aliSO students will fail, and a 60% chance
that all 50 will not fail.
Knowing that this class mayor may notbe reflected on
your records, which option do you prefer?
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certainty, whileinoption B thisoutcome isprobabilistic.
Thethreepairsof alternatives thatfollowed
each decision problem were varied in terms of
overall expected value. Oneoption involved low
expected values (10% gain/90% loss), another
involved moderate expected values (60%
gain/40% loss), and the last involved high expected values (90% gain/lO% loss). Theorder in
which the three pairs of outcomes followed the
decision problem was counterbalanced (lowmoderate-high or high-moderate-low) across
problem versions.
Eachofthetwodecision problem, therefore,
had four versions: (1) a consequential version
followed by three pairs of positively framed
outcomes, (2) a consequential version followed
by three pairs of negatively framed outcomes,
(3)aninconsequential version followed by three
pairsof positively framed outcomes, and (4) an
inconsequential version followed by three pairs
of negatively framed outcomes. Fromthesedifferentversions, theexperimental questionnaires
were prepared. Each questionnaire contained
twodecision problems. For half of thequestionnaires both problems were in the consequential
versions, and for theotherhalfboth werein the
inconsequential versions. Forall thesequestionnaires, the outcomes of one problem were
framed positively, andtheoutcomes of theother
were framed negatively. The selection of which
problem would be followed by eitherpositively
framed or negatively framed outcomes was
counterbalanced. The sequence of presenting
problems with positively or negatively framed
outcomes wasalsocounterbalanced.

Procedure
The experimental questionnaires were administered in groups of twoto tensubjects. Subjects were told that they would be given
descriptions of two hypothetical decision problems. They were instructed to try their best to
approach the decision problem as if they were
actually confronted withthesituation. It wasalso
stated thatforeachdecision problem they would
be given different pairsof decision alternatives,
and thatthey would havetochoose which of the
pairthey prefer. They were then asked toindicate
their choice by checking the line following the
appropriate option?
Thesubjects wereinstructed to thinkabout
theiranswers very carefully before responding.
They were also informed that there would be
instances when the two outcomes seemed to be
equally attractive or equally unattractive. In
these cases, they couldnot abstain from making
a decision; they still had to check one of the
options. Subjects were told not to go back and
change a decision they had already completed.
They completed the task within five to fifteen
minutes.
RESULTS
Thenumber of subjects whochosetheprobabilistic option was determined to indicate the
proportion of risk-taking decision made. The
proportion of risk-taking decisions forthedifferent decision situations are summarized in Table
2.
The overall proportion of risk-taking decisions for positively framed and for negatively
framed outcomes across all levels of decision
weight and expected value was determined and

Table 2. Proportion of risk-taking decisions as a function of weight of decision,
expected value. and framing of options

Low

Expected Value
Frame

pos

Consequential (N.28)

.61

Inconsequential (N.3D)

.60

High

Moderate
pos

neg

pos

neg

.79

.43

.61

.32

.61

.83

.30

.67

.27

.53

neg
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'~nalyzedusing '8 chi~square· test for independence. The results indicate that there is a
strong relationship betweeen framing and risk
preference (oJ! =5.564,p <.02). When decision
outcomes were framed negatively, subjects
chosetheprobabilistic outcome 67%of thetime.
But whenthe sameoutcomes wereframed positively, theychosethe probabilistic outcome only
• 42% of the time. This result replicates the findings of Tversky and Kahneman (1981).
The overall proportion of risk-taking decisions for consequential and inconsequential decisionsacross all levelsof framing andexpected
value was alsodetermined and analyzed usinga
chi-square test for independence. The results
indicate thatthereis norelationship between risk
preference and the weightof the decision (X2 =
0.240, n.s.). In both conditions, risk taking was
at the level of chance, 56% for consequential
decisions and 53% for inconsequential decisions.
The overall proportion of risk-taking decisions for each levelof expected value across all
levelsof framing and decision weight werealso
analyzed using a chi-square test. The results
show a significant relationship between risk
preference and the expected value of the outcomes (X2 =19.290,p<.001). Subjects chosethe
riskyoption 71% of the time when theexpected
value of the outcomes was low, but only 50%
and 43% of the time when the expected values
of theoutcomes weremoderate andhigh, respectively.
To test directly for the specific predictions
the proportion of risk-taking decisions for each
levelof expected valuewasanalyzed using chisquare testson the appropriate proportions. For
the low expected value conditions, it was predicted thatweight of decision willhaveminimal
effects. More importantly, it was predicted that
subjects would berisktaking when theoutcomes
are negatively framed, butthey would be unclear
about their risk preference when the outcomes
are positively framed. The results supportthese
hypotheses. For low expected value outcomes,
risk preference was not related to decision
weight when the outcomes were framed positively (X2 =0.003, n.s.) nor when the options
6
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wereframed negatively <x =0.215,n.s.). However, there was a significant relationship between risk preference and framing <x2 =5.992,
p<.02). As predicted when the outcomes were
negatively framed, the subjects wererisk taking
81% of thetime. Thisresultshowsa strongeffect
of negative framing. However, when the outcomeswerepositively framed, thesubjects were
not clear about their risk preference; subjects
chosetheprobabilistic outcome only60%of the
time,which is at aboutchancelevels.
Forthemoderate expected valueconditions,
it was predicted that subjects wouldbe risk takers with negatively framed outcomes and risk
aversewithpositively framed outcome, but only
when the decision is perceived to be inconsequential. When decisions are perceived to be
consequential, the subjects should be unclear
about their preference. The results verify these
hypotheses. In theinconsequential decision condition, there was a significant relationship between framing and risk preference <x2 =8.076,
p<.OI). Subjects chose the risky outcome 67%
of the time when the outcomes were negatively
framed, but chose the certain outcome 70% of
the time when the outcomes were positively
framed. However, in the consequential decision
condition, there was no significant relationship
between framing andriskpreference (X2 =1.788,
n.s.). Subjects chose the risky outcome 43~ of
the time with positively framed outcomes, and
61% of the time with negatively framed outcomes. Both proportions are at about chance
.
levels.
For high expected value conditions, it was
predicted thattherewouldbe a minimal effectof
decision weight, that subjects would be risk ,
averse for positively framed outcomes, and
would be unclear about theirrisk preference for
negatively framed outcomes. Again, the results
support these hypotheses. Risk preference was
not related to decision weight when the outcomeswereframed positively (X2 =0.208, n.s.)
nor when the outcomes were framed negatively
2
(X =0.323, n.s.). However, therewas a significant relationship between risk preference and
framing (X2 =9.000,p<.01). As predicted when
the outcomes were positively framed, the sub-
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jects were risk averse 71% of the time. This
result shows a strongeffect of positiveframing.
However, when the outcomes were negatively
framed, the subjects were not clear about their
risk preference; subjectschose the probabilistic
outcomeonly 57% of the time,which is at about
chance levels.

DISCUSSION
An experiment was designed to determine
whether perceived weight of decision and expectedvalueofoutcomes constrain theeffectsof
framing outcomes onriskydecisions. Theresults
of the experiment indicate that extreme (low or
high) expected values override the effects of
explicit framing on people's perceptions of decision frames. When the expected values were
very low, the effect of negative framing was
enhanced. However, the effectof positiveframing was overwhelmed, so to speak, by the low
value of the expected outcomes. A corresponding pattern was observed when the expected
values were very high: the effect of positive
framing wasenhanced, but theeffectof negative
framing was attenuated. When expected values
IM'e ~t a moderate range, the effects of framing
were likewise attenuated when the decision
problem was perceived to be consequential.
The modified effects of framing, found
across different levels of expected value and
perceived weight of the decision, suggest that
peopleare not rigidin the mode theyperceiveor
frame decision outcomes presented to memo
Take for example the effect of perceived decision weight on moderate expected values. The
standard effects of positiveand negative framing
were observed w!!en the subjects perceived L~C
decision as beingan inconsequential O:1e. Eo"vever, when the decision was perceived to be a
consequential one, the subject became unclear
about their risk preferences. This result is consistentwiththeviewthatwhenpeoplescrutinize
decisions carefully, as when the decision has
great implications, theoutcomes are not framed
solelyinpositiveor negative terms. Peopleavoid
looking at only the good or only the bad side of
each decision alternative. Decision makers become mindtul of both the costs and benefits
associated with all outcomes. Therefore, risk

preference, as determined by how the outcomes
are perceived, becomes unclear.
This finding has important implications regarding the apparent vulnerability of people's
decisions tosucha seemingly trivialfactoras ::-:c
framing of decision outcomes. The results S:.:1g··
gest that people are able to consider more carefully and judiciously their optior.s in a dccisioa
problem when itcounts. Peopleare able to grasp
and evaluateboth the positiveand the negative
elements of their choices when they know thal
decision has important consequences.
The modified effectsof framing in cases of
extreme high expected outcomes also show
someconstraints on theeffectof explicitfrzming
of outcomes. In these cases both the ceriailJ
outcome and the riskyoutcomelead to subsnn..
tial gains for the decision maker. Hence, eves i):'
these outcomes are framed negatively, a,1tC f!tC~
that the outcomes are on the whole quire m.fce~o
lent does not go unnoticed by the (i!edstn:~
maker. Thetendency to evaluatethe outcomes i'"
termsof lossesis thenweaker. For example, i~ ,:
personwinsa lottery and has to choose i)'.;iu;::-;
receiving a brand new car or P500,OOO i1'l &,";:...
ury bills, she will probably not WOUilY iCl) ;;"~', o,
about maintenance costs or CliC\:.uaUd1n
rates. When a person is counting lser b~~,-,Sr,;'i.;'o,
so to speak, she triesnot to 2et ,.mylhi::1iJ; t',f:.l ;:~ . ,.;
way.
The same reasoning applies co ~c CO-:1C:;..
tions when both the certainand the ris!cy 0;'1:'11.:.::
lead to insignificant gains or substantia; Icsxcs,
Even if the outcomes are framed positi",,'.r:, ~~~..,;
substantial loss should be vvy ~a!iem ~:.:; ;":~
decision. maker. 13ecause the ~'j1l~C1}::.(1 ~;, ," : i
disadvantage the uecision ma::u~/" ~l<~ i~":'~ ;.
t"'j ::,\,,~i.v2.te theoutcornes in wIT:'H ofr~ 'j.;,:f.; ,;.,
weaker, This is sir.:;iiar to li":~k~!rlC ;;; ~:,j}:';:; :;,;
tweenhaving eitherone's r..g~t Jd:af~ ~C~j r:,.;." ,j::.
In this case, it is unlikely tl!~t g !1r;;i;'il" 't~;~:r ~:
abie to look at the brigh; S;t,~ ,j,' ~i;;2:'E' 1:)'f(; ,IL:
live. Tne choicebecomes one c{ ~.Iln EO'2:~f ::'J:',
not ~f the greatergood.
That the standard fm;[.h~g ;:f{:e.,;~.;; 't·r.';~~ 'it:
replicated with high and low Qa~~~ill ~,.~'~';;~':,
however, is notinconsistent wiili lKaiiJm~m;.\' :~: :;~
Tversky's (1979) prospect theory. Whe;r;j r~nh..
jects were unclear about their ris~. prerere~
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for positively framed outcomes with low expected values and for negatively framed outcomeswithhighexpected values, they werestill
basing their decisions on their evaluations of
these outcomes as they are framed in terms of
gainsor losses. However, it is no longer thecase
that the outcomes are framed solely in terms of
the explicit frame used in describing the outcomes. Instead, theextreme expected values also
influence thesubjects' perception of whether the
outcome indicate lossesor gains. In thesubjects'
point of view, therefore, the outcomes are described in'terms of both losses and gains. So
while the risky outcome would seem more attractive whenframed negatively, it would beless
attractive when framed positively. Hence, the
ambivalence in the overall risk preference was
observed..
In terms of the prospect theory, thepreceding arguments indicate the need to study the
different factors that might influence or determine how people frame decision outcomes that
theyconfront. Clearly, the results of the experiment indicate that people do not simply frame
the decision outcomes on the basis of how the
information of these outcomes is presented to
them. The range of the expected value of the
outcomes seems to be one factor that influences

how people frame or perceive decision outcomes. Research should be directed to investigating otherfactors like perception of the status
quorelati vetothedecision outcomes, orchanges
and trends in thestatus.quo immediately priorto
making the decision (Hsee & Abelson, 1991),
the types of behaviors involved in decision,
(Hsee, Abelson & Salovey, 1991).
Finally, itcouldbe notedthatthe subjects in
this experiment were most risk taking when
askedto choose between a certain outcomeindieating a substantial loss, and a risky outcome
involving high probabilities for substantial loss
and low probabilities for avoiding substantial
loss. As indicated earlier, 'there is significant
evidence for the idea that people tend to take
risks when dealing with losses. This particular
result of the experiment is a rather dramatic
demonstration of thisposition. It showsnotonly
thatpeople tendto takemoreriskswhendealing
withgreater losses,but also thatpeopleare willing to take the greatest risk in situations where
the chances of their alleviating theirplight is at
best small. It is somewhat ironic that it is when
people do not really havea choice that they are
mostlikelyto decide to takerisks.This observation alone should finally putto rest any notion
that human beings are risk averse.
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NOTES
1. The term 'decision weights' is usedin a

very different sense in prospect theory
(Kahneman andTversky, 1979; Tversky
and Kahneman, 1981). In prospect theory,decision weights referto theimpact
of theoutcomes on thedesirability of the
different alternatives. The value of the
outcomes and the decision weight asso-

8

ciated with this outcome determine the
overall valueof an alternative.
2. In prospect theory, it assumed that low
probabilities are overweighted (see first
footnote) whilemoderate and highprobabilities are underweighted. However,
the low, moderate, and high probability
levels usedio. thecurrentexperiment fall
underthe moderate range that is defined
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in prospect theory. Therefore, there
should be no extremedifferences in decision weights (in the prospect-theory
sense) associated with the probabilities
used in this experiment that could systematically affectthepattern of risk- taking decisions.
3. The subjects werealso asked to indicate
how strongly they preferred the option
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